Junior Grower/Plant Science Lab Tech at AgTech Startup

PLEASE NOTE: Applications without a cover letter will be automatically rejected.

OnePointOne is an indoor farming company solving pressing issues of global food production, distribution and consumption through automation, data science and brainpower. We plan to feed developed and developing nations, city by city, by taking an innovative and strategic stance against the problems facing our urbanizing world and growing populations. Working with OnePointOne offers a unique opportunity to develop an agricultural solution with societal, environmental and economic profits, bound to improve lives.

We are seeking a full-time Junior Grower/Plant Science Lab Technician to work with our Plant Science Lab director to implement scientific plant growth experiments.

The right candidate should have the following qualifications:

● **Knowledge base [essential]:**
  ○ Basic chemistry understanding
  ○ Basic wet laboratory experience: Use of pH, EC, DO sensors and meters, pipettors, Analytical weight balance, sterilization procedures
  ○ Experience with hydroponics or aeroponics a plus

● **Knowledge base [highly desired but not required]:**
  ○ 1+ year growing experience
  ○ Knowledge of plant anatomy and/or physiology
  ○ Experience with plant health monitoring
  ○ Experience working with spectrophotometer
  ○ Experience working with chemical extraction

● **General qualities**
  ○ Strong interest in plants and crop production
  ○ Strong work ethic
  ○ Ability to work independently
  ○ Excellent communication skills
  ○ Team player

Applications should be sent to ak@onepointone.com. Please include a cover letter with your application indicating why you're interested in working with OnePointOne and highlighting relevant aspects of your background. Thank you for your interest!

Job Type: Full-time | Job Location: Santa Clara, CA 95126